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Protein Aggregates

Multidimensional Structure–Activity Relationship of a Protein in Its
Aggregated States**
Lei Wang, David Schubert, Michael R. Sawaya, David Eisenberg, and Roland Riek*
Protein aggregation has been associated with pathological
conditions,[1–4] is an ever-present challenge for the cell
machinery,[5] but is also involved in biological functions.[6–9]
Furthermore, aggregation into inclusion bodies during protein overexpression in Escherichia coli and during the
production of protein pharmaceuticals are concerns in
biotechnology,[10] whereas deliberately induced aggregation
is utilized as a biochemical method, as in trichloroacetic acid
(TCA) precipitation.[11] Astbury and Dickinson suggested
from studies of poached egg white that when proteins
aggregate, they go into alternative, fibrous conformational
states composed of b sheets that run across the fibril.[12] This
so-called cross-b-sheet structural motif is also present in
amyloid fibrils associated with disease and normal functions,
as well as in bacterial inclusion bodies.[4, 6, 13–21] Furthermore,
protein aggregates induced by high temperature, high protein
concentration, or extreme pH values show more extensive bsheet secondary structure than their soluble counterparts,[22–24]
in contrast to pressure-induced aggregates.[22] In this study, we
explored the hypothesis that proteins aggregate into specific
environment-dependent, ordered, structural states with many
different properties. We studied the structural landscape and
the structure–activity relationships of aggregates of the Nterminal domain of the hydrogenase maturation factor HypF
(HypF-N), which is an established model system of protein
aggregation.[25–27] Five distinct protein aggregates of HypF-N
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were studied: amyloidlike fibrils, bacterial inclusion bodies,
heat-precipitated aggregates, concentration-induced aggregates, and TCA-precipitated aggregates. These aggregates
appear to be a representative set because diverse chemical,
physical, and biological treatments were used to induce
aggregation.
The five types of HypF-N aggregates display distinct
morphologies under the electron microscope (Figure 1 a; see
also the Supporting Information, including Figure S1). However, they all show a similar X-ray fiber diffraction pattern
typically observed for the cross-b structure, with a major
reflection at a resolution of about 4.7  interpreted as the
spacing between strands in a b sheet and a diffuse reflection at
approximately 10  interpreted as the spacing between
b sheets (Figure 1 a). The circular profiles of these reflections,
rather than the orthogonal positioning typical of cross-bsheets, show that the cross-b-sheet structural entities in the
aggregates are not strongly aligned. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy further revealed that the cross-b
structures in each of these aggregates are different (Figure 1 b; see also Figure S2 in the Supporting Information).[21]
To localize the b sheets of the cross-b-sheet entities within
the amino acid sequence, we used NMR spectroscopy to
detect quenched hydrogen/deuterium exchange.[16, 28] This
method enables the identification of solvent-protected backbone amide hydrogen atoms (see Figures S3–S8 in the
Supporting Information). The H/D-exchange data in
Figure 2 indicate that residues 8–14, 17–20, 26–30, and 32–
39 of fibrils, residues 10–16, 28–31, 42–44, and 58–62 of
inclusion bodies, residues 11–13, 28–31, and 58–61 of heatprecipitated aggregates, residues 12–13, 28–31, and 58–62 of
concentration-induced aggregates, and to a small extent
residues 9–13 and 41–43 of TCA-precipitated aggregates
display slow exchange rates of 10 2–10 4 h 1. These residues
are therefore considered to be involved in hydrogen bonds.
The other residues are not or are only weakly protected and
are hence considered to be disordered. For the minor
population (see Figure S5 in the Supporting Information:
P < 1/2), other amide residues (colored gray in Figure 2) also
show slow exchange rates indicative of structural heterogeneity within a given type of aggregate. In combination with
the other biophysical data, the H/D-exchange data indicate
that each aggregate entity occupies a distinct conformational
state, different from that of soluble HypF-N (see Figure S6 in
the Supporting Information): each has different segments of
the protein sequence involved in the cross-b-sheet structural
motif. The presence of multiple aggregate structures of a
protein is in line with the results of other studies.[29–31]
The presence of distinct, but defined and reproducible
conformations (see Figure S8 in the Supporting Information)
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of the various aggregates studied suggests that each aggregate
type should display distinct properties. To gain insight into the
suggested multidimensional structure–activity relationship,
we measured a few diverse activities of biological interest:
1) The aggregates have different conformational stabilities in
urea (Figure 3 a), with the following decreasing order of
stability: amyloid fibrils > soluble HypF-N > inclusion
bodies > concentration-induced
aggregates > heat-precipitated aggregates > TCA-precipitated aggregates. 2) Because
soluble HypF-N is an acylphosphatase-like protein that can
bind a phosphate anion,[27] we tested the affinities of soluble
HypF-N and the aggregates for adenosine-5’-triphosphate
(ATP; Figure 3 b). All structural entities bind ATP less
strongly than soluble HypF-N, with the following order of
binding strength: soluble HypF-N > fibrils > heat-precipitated
aggregates  concentration-induced
aggregates 
TCA-precipitated aggregates > inclusion bodies. 3) The affinity of the various aggregates for the amyloid dye thioflavin T
(ThT; Figure 3 c) follows the same trend as the stability
measurements, with the exception of soluble HypF-N, which
does not bind to ThT. 4) In contrast to soluble HypF-N, most
aggregate entities are able to bind DNA (Figure 3 d), with the
following order of binding strength: fibrils > heat-precipitated aggregates > concentration-induced aggregates  TCAprecipitated aggregates > inclusion bodies  soluble HypF-N.
5) The capacity for binding to micelles composed of the
zwitterionic phospholipid 1,2-diheptanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DHPC) follows the order (Figure 3 e): fibrils >
TCA-precipitated aggregates > concentration-induced aggregates  soluble
HypF-N
aggregates > heat-precipitated
aggregates  inclusion bodies. 6) Finally, we tested whether
the various aggregates and monomeric HypF-N are able to
disturb cell function in the reduction of 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT). This
assay measures amyloid toxicity.[32] The extent to which the

Figure 1. a) Electron micrographs (left) and X-ray fiber diffraction
patterns (right) of the five aggregate types of HypF-N, as indicated.
Fibrils have a width of 6  2 nm; inclusion bodies have an irregular
spherelike shape with a radius of 280  40 nm; heat-precipitated
aggregates have an irregular spherelike shape with a radius of
80  20 nm; concentration-induced and TCA-precipitated aggregates
have an amorphous morphology with a wide range of sizes, whereby
the latter has irregular spherelike substructures with a radius of
20  4 nm ( indicates the standard error). The sharp reflection of the
fiber diffraction pattern observed at approximately 4.7  is interpreted
as the spacing between strands in a b sheet, and the diffuse reflection
at approximately 10  is interpreted as the spacing between b sheets.
b) FTIR spectra of HypF-N aggregates (fibrils, green; inclusion bodies,
cyan; heat-precipitated aggregates, blue; concentration-induced aggregates, yellow; TCA-precipitated aggregates, red) and soluble HypF-N
(purple). In the amide I region, soluble HypF-N shows two major
peaks around 1633 and 1657 cm 1 that are usually assigned to
intramolecular b-sheet and a-helix secondary structures.[21] For fibrils,
there is a sharp peak around 1624 cm 1 and a peak around 1694 cm 1
that are indicative of a newly formed b-sheet structure in the
aggregate.[21] Whereas for TCA-precipitated aggregates little newly
formed b-sheet structure is observed, the other three aggregate entities
contain increased amounts of b-sheet structure. Spectra were normalized at the tyrosine band around 1513 cm 1 to account for differences
in the total protein content.
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2010, 49, 3904 –3908
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aggregates perturbed MTT
reduction followed the
order (Figure 3 f): fibrils >
TCA-precipitated aggregates > inclusion bodies >
heat-precipitated
aggregates  concentrationinduced aggregates  soluble HypF-N. In summary,
each of the five distinct
aggregated structures displays distinct properties
and activities, whereby the
fibrils show the highest
activities overall. Although
the inclusion bodies do not
interact with membrane
mimetics, ATP, or DNA,
they interfere with the cell
viability. In contrast, little
activity in membrane binding and the MTT assay was
observed for the concentration- and temperature-

Figure 2. Sequence-resolved
amide exchange rates, kex h 1,
indicative of secondary structure for all five types of HypF-N
aggregate studied, as indicated.
The measured H/D exchange is
mostly of a biexponential
nature, which suggests the
presence of two populations.
The exchange rates of the
major population are indicated
in green. If the minor population is present as more than 1/
3 of the sample, the corresponding exchange rates are
shown in gray. Because of spectral overlap, the exchange rates
for some residues can be difficult to determine. However,
most of these overlap problems
could be resolved on the basis
of the assumption that neighboring residues in the
sequence show a similar extent
of exchange. The exchange
rates that were extracted in this
way are indicated in light
green. The panel labeled “A”
shows aggregation-prone segments of HypF-N, as predicted
by using two distinct algorithms (see the Supporting
Information for details):
3D profile (orange) and
TANGO (blue). The secondary
structures of soluble HypF-N
are highlighted in red for a helices and blue for b sheets.
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These results show that
when Hypf-N aggregates, it
generally forms a cross-bsheet entity with a specific
and reproducible structure
that is determined by the
aggregation
conditions.
Each of the aggregation
states is characterized by
several short protein segments that participate in
the
cross-b
structure,
whereas the remaining residues are less structured or
disordered. Each aggregate
has different segments of the
protein sequence involved in
the formation of the b-sheet
structure. Because these
protein aggregates are structured, they show activities
that are gained upon aggregation. HypF-N aggregates
show binding capacities for a
diverse set of molecules with
estimated affinities per
HypF-N molecule of the
aggregate down to the
micromolar range (only an
upper limit is given since the
size of the aggregates and
the number of binding sites
therein is unknown). It is
evident that the aggregatedependent activities arise
from the different structures.
Interestingly, the aggregates
appear to have a plurality of
activities in the micromolar
Figure 3. Activities of HypF-N aggregates. a) Disaggregation of HypF-N aggregates and unfolding of soluble
range. We attribute this
HypF-N, as labeled, in the presence of urea. b) ATP-binding capability of the aggregates. ATP and the
property to the repetitive
aggregates were mixed in a 1:5 monomer ratio; the heights of the columns represent the percentage of
nature of the cross-b-sheet
bound ATP versus the total amount of ATP. c) Enhancement of ThT fluorescence upon binding to the
motif, which is able to
aggregates. The heights of the columns represent the fluorescence intensity in arbitrary units. d) DNAbinding capability of the aggregates. DNA and the aggregates were mixed in a 1:20 monomer ratio; the
enhance a weak activity on
heights of the columns represent the percentage of bound DNA versus the total amount of DNA. e) DHPCa multiplicative level by
micelle-binding capability of the aggregates. DHPC micelles and the aggregates were mixed in a 1:1
cooperativity and may thereconcentration ratio; the heights of the columns represent the percentage of bound DHPC micelles versus the
fore generate many potent
total amount of DHPC micelles. f) MTT reduction by cells upon the addition of different aggregates. The
activities. Some of these
heights of the columns represent the percentage of reduced cells in the presence of the aggregates versus
activities may be toxic to
the amount of reduced cells without the aggregates. Ab1–42 amyloid fibrils were used as a positive control.
the host; in this way, a multiActivities of soluble HypF-N were also measured as a reference. When we sent HypF-N fibrils to the Chiti
research group for testing, they did not show an influence on MTT reduction by the human neurotypic SHfactorial toxicity typically
SY5Y cell line used in Ref. [35]. At least two independent experiments were carried out for each system
observed in amyloid diseases
( indicates the standard error of the experimental measurements for individual preparations).
may result.[1–4]
Together with the multiple conformations of aggregates, the cooperativity effect of the repetitive cross-b-sheet
induced aggregates, but they showed significant binding to
structure may provide a basis for the presence of prion
DNA. TCA-precipitated aggregates were found to bind DNA
strains:[4, 33] the aggregation conditions activate different
and showed a toxic response in the MTT assay.
sequence segments to form part of the cross-b-sheet motif,
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2010, 49, 3904 –3908
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and the resulting structures have different properties that can
account for a variety of phenotypic behaviors. Alternatively,
slight structural variations of the aggregates may result in
distinct activities because the repetitive nature of the cross-bsheet entity may increase a weak activity by cooperativity so
that a strong activity is observed.
The observed plurality of the micromolar activity of
protein aggregates indicates that protein aggregation is rather
a primitive folding event than misfolding and supports the
idea that protein aggregation played a key role in the early
evolution of proteins.[7, 34] It is unlikely that in the early phase
of life, amino acid sequences were established that resulted in
well-folded soluble proteins; it can be envisioned that
polypeptides of primitive sequence composition aggregated
reproducibly into aggregate entities with decent functionality.
In conclusion, the variety of structures and activities
found for HypF-N aggregates highlight the existence of
specific and defined conformations for each aggregate entity.
Hence, in contrast to its soluble protein state with a single
conformation, aggregates of HypF-N have a complex structural landscape associated with multiple, aggregate-specific
activities. It is likely that such complex multidimensional
structure–activity relationships play important roles in both
amyloid diseases and functional amyloids and were key to
early evolution.[34]
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